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King v De Jager –A sea change for 
Muslim succession law in South Africa?



I, Safiyyah Ebrahim, hereby revoke all previous 
wills.

I hereby provide that my estate should devolve in 
accordance with the Islamic law of inheritance

Islamic will



King v De Jager







 Unlawful wills & those contrary to public policy 
are unenforceable

 Affirms the importance of Freedom of testation 

 but there are limits

 Inconsistent with the Constitution 

 Inconsistent with the Equality Act



 May still disinherit children

 Public v private sphere



 public policy infused with constitutional 
values

 NB of Freedom of testation

 test against public policy infused with 
constitutional values

 private bequests = lower level of judical
scrutiny



 FoT central to SA law of succession

 Indirect limitations of FoT

 Public policy as a limitation

 Public policy in the constitutional era





 what is fair discrimination?

 averting a brain drain?

 benefit a certain group / promote a cause

 Religious forfeiture clause 



 discrimination based on gender = unfair

 equality v freedom of religion

 constitutional right to religious freedom- section 
36 limitation clause analysis
▪ Just one instance of a distribution

▪ Complexity of re-writing the will

▪ No right to inherit

▪ FoT > Equality rights



 motive / intent are important

 Weighing up of competing interests



 Bequest IS DISCRIMINATORY

 historical and social reality

 shirking of duties

 African customary law: male primogeniture

 Equality Act



 I, Safiyyah Ebrahim, hereby revoke all 
previous wills.

 I hereby provide that my estate should 
devolve to my son and daughter in the 
following share:

 1/3 to my daughter
 2/3 to my son



 Include in the will that:

 Male heirs have a responsibility to care for my 
female heirs

 the obligations / duties of male heirs




